Cylindrical structures in a group are frequently seen on land and in the ocean. Mutual flow interaction between the structures makes the wake very excited or tranquil depending on the spacing between the structures. The excited wake-enhancing forces in some cases cause a catastrophic failure of the structures. This paper presents results of an experimental 
I. INTRODUCTION
Slender structures in groups have many engineering applications, for example, chimney stacks, tube bundles in heat exchangers, high-rise buildings, harvesting wave and tide energy from ocean, overhead power-line bundles, bridge piers, stays, masts, chemical-reaction towers and offshore platforms. Naturally, it is important to understand the proximity effect on aerodynamics associated with multiple closely spaced cylindrical structures. Two fluid-dynamically interfering cylinders may be considered as the basic element of multiple structures and the knowledge of this flow is insightful for understanding the flow around more structures. As such, the flow around two cylinders has received a great deal of attention in the literature. There is no doubt that flow physics around two cylinders is much more complex and complicated than that around a single cylinder, because of interference between the cylinders, between the wakes, among four shear layers, etc. The alternate shedding of vortices in the near wake leads to fluctuating forces on the structures and may cause structural vibrations, acoustic noise, or resonance, which in some cases can trigger failure. The study of aerodynamics of two closely separated structures is thus of both fundamental and practical significance. Fluid forces, Strouhal numbers (St) and flow structures are the major factors considered in the design of slender structures subjected to a cross-flow.
The flow behind two cylinders has been previously classified based on T/D and α. See affects the other; (ii) the wake interference region, the near-wake flow of the upstream cylinder is unaffected by the downstream one; however, the downstream one is significantly affected by the upstream cylinder; (iii) the proximity and wake interference region, where both proximity and wake interference are significant; (iv) the no-interference region, where the wake of one cylinder does not affect the other. Sumner et al. [2] about what happen in far wake regarding vortex or wake coupling and three-dimensional interactions of vertical structures. Even for a single cylinder, the two rows of alternating vortices in the near wake interact and transform into two near-parallel shear layers followed by a second wake characterized by a frequency lower than the near wake [4] [5] [6] . The distance between the cylinder and the second wake decreases with increase in Re consistently with
Re
-1/2 power law for the range of Re = 50 -800 [6] . The features were in light of the two-dimensional aspects. Three dimensional interactions are much more complex. For two side-by-side cylinders, four rows of vortices prevail depending on T/D and α . Therefore more parameters are involved in the interaction. The present paper incorporates near-wake, quasi-two dimensional flow characteristics.
Time-mean drag and lift forces acting on two staggered cylinders have been examined in literature [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , with most of the emphasis being on the downstream cylinder. Only a few studies have reported force measurements for the upstream cylinder [3, [17] [18] [19] [20] . classifications in the literature are based on either theoretical treatment [1, 11] or experimental measurement of forces, St and pressure [10, 17, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] or flow visualization image [29] [30] [31] .
Determining the fluid dynamics from measured quantities is prone to misinterpretation, particularly when done without the benefit of accompanying flow visualization. Articles with both measured quantities and flow visualization are very few [26, 27, 32] . 
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Experiments were conducted at the fluid mechanics laboratory of Kitami Institute of Technology, Japan. Measurements were done in a low-speed, closed-circuit wind tunnel with a test section of 1.20 m in height, 0.30 m in width, and 2.2 m in length (Fig. 1b) . Fluid forces, St, and cylinder-surface pressure measurements and surface oil-flow visualization were conducted in this wind tunnel at a Re of 5.52×10 4 based on the diameter of a single cylinder. In the test section side walls, two circular holes of 0.5 m diameter, one opposite to the other, were made where two circular disks, each included a slit for cylinders, marked 0 -360 with a resolution of 1 , were placed (Fig. 1b) . The disks were rotatable to adjust the stagger angle.
The diameter of each cylinder was 49 mm. The cylinders spanned the horizontal 0.3 m di-mension of the wind tunnel. The turbulent intensity was 0.5%. A fine-mesh honeycomb that was placed at the entrance of the test-section to provide a uniform flow was responsible for such the turbulence. In order to check the spanwise uniformity of flow as well as spanwise separation of flow over a single cylinder for fluid forces being measured by a load cell (which will be discussed next), circumferential time-averaged and fluctuating pressures on the surface of the cylinder at the mid-section, and at ±35mm and ±80mm (from the mid-section),
were measured. The results showed that the time-averaged and fluctuating pressure distributions at the five different sections were the same within the accuracy of measurement. The geometric blockage ratio was 4% based on single cylinder; total blockage for the cylinder pair was 8%. Based on their measurements, West & Apelt [33] suggested that the blockage had virtually no effect on forces if less than 6% and could have a very small effect if between 6%
and 9%. Therefore, the present blockage (8%) is expected to have a negligible effect on C D .
The cylinder aspect ratio at the test section was 6.1. West and Apelt [34] established that the forces on an elemental section are independent of spanwise location for aspect ratios greater than 10, i.e., 'long' cylinder conditions occur. From the result published by Szepessy and
Bearman [35] , it was found that the force was about 3% higher for an aspect ratio of 6 than that for the aspect ratio of 10. More details of the tunnel and blockage and aspect ratio effects are given in Alam et al. [18, 20] .
Fluid forces were measured over a small spanwise length of the cylinders, using load cells (Fig. 1c) . The cylinder to be measured was built in with an active ('live') section of a spanwise 45 mm (0.92D) length and two dummy sections. This size was determined taking into account the cross-correlation length of fluctuating pressure in the spanwise direction of the cylinder. The active section, placed between the two dummy sections, corresponded to the midspan of the cylinder and was installed with a load cell that consisted of four semiconductor strain gauges. One of the dummy sections was also instrumented with another load cell of the same configuration. The load cell inside the active section measured a combination of fluid forces and forces due to vibration transmitted from outside through the cylinder support, whilst that inside the dummy section measured the latter forces only. Hence the fluid forces acting on the active section could be calculated by subtracting the output of the load cell inside the dummy section from that of the load cell inside the active section. See
Sakamoto and Oiwake [36] or Sakamoto et al. [37] or Alam et al. [20] 
III. FLUID FORCES AND STROUHAL NUMBER
Time-averaged drag coefficient (C D ), time-averaged lift coefficient, (C L ),
IV. CLASSIFICATION OF FORCE REGIMES AND FLOW STRUCTURES
In the previous section, propelling the vortex formation (Fig. 6a 1 ) , and for the rest |α| (=150°~170°) formation of fully developed Karman vortex behind the upstream cylinder is retarded by the presence of the downstream cylinder (Fig. 6a 2 ) . The high St is due to a retreat of vortex formation length ( Fig. 6a 1 ) . In general, forces (particularly C D ) and St are inversely correlated [39, 40] . (Fig. 9) . The inner-shear layer of the upstream cylinder separates turbulently at θ =180 followed by a turbulent reattachment at θ =135 (Fig. 8) . consider the upper cylinder, associated with wider wake, symmetric wake and narrow wake, are generated and switch from one to another (Fig. 6f 1-3 ). The corresponding St observed are low (Fig. 4a , α = 90°-), intermediate (Fig. 4c , α = 90°), and high ( (Fig. 4a) ; for α = 90°+ (say α = 95°), the gap flow biases toward the upper cylinder (narrow wake) corresponding to the higher St (Fig. 4a ). α = 90° should correspond to a symmetric wake (non-biased gap flow) with intermediate St (Fig. 4c) . (Fig. 6f 4 -f 7 ) . The gap flow biasing towards the upper cylinder forms a separation bubble on the rear surface ( Fig. 6f 4 ) . The bubble is unstable, hence bursts. After the burst, the gap flow may remain on the same side ( Fig. 6f 5 ) or veers to the other side again generating a bubble (Fig. 6f 7 ) or not ( Fig.   6f 6 ). Typical lift force signal shown in Fig. 10 illustrates more details. (Fig. 4a, b) . Generally, the upstream-cylinder wake being narrow generates vortices at a higher frequency than the downstream cylinder (Fig. h 1 ) . Since the two wakes are in close proximity, the upstream-cylinder wake locks-in to that of the downstream cylinder (Fig. 6h 2 ) , generating vortices at frequency of the downstream-cylinder wake, i.e. the two wakes are locked-in. (Fig. 6i 1 ) . In the reference flow pattern, since the gap flow and the outer-shear layer of the downstream cylinder shed vortices at higher and lower frequencies, respectively, there may be a tendency for the gap flow and the shear layer to shed vortices in alternating fashion at the same frequency. To shed vortices in alternating fashion, (a) the gap flow may induce the outer shear layer to be modified to shed vortices at the higher frequency, and (b) the outer-shear layer may induce the gap flow to be modified to shed vortices at the lower frequency. Now in the first case, when the outer-shear layer is modified to shed vortices at the higher frequency, all the shear layers including those through the gap of the two cylinders shed vortices at the same frequency (higher frequency, Fig. 6i 2 ), which has been termed as the lock-in of the downstream-cylinder shear layer to the upstream one. In the second case, the gap flow is modified to shed vortices at the lower frequency and induces the outer-shear layer of the upstream cylinder to shed vortices at the same frequency (Fig. 6i 3 ) . Thus now all the shear layers shed vortices at the lower frequency, which has been termed as the lock-in of the 
⑩
. The third mode is given in Fig. 6 (m). This regime is in fact a transition regime in which fully developed flow behind the upstream cylinder starts to form. Therefore, jump in fluctuating forces (Fig. 3a, b) and St (Fig. 4a, b ) occurs.
⑮
: Shear-layer-reattachment bistable flow regime. Two flow patterns appear alternately.
For α = 0 , i.e. in-tandem arrangement, the shear layers separating from the upstream cylinder reattach steadily onto the downstream cylinder (Fig. 6n 1 ) or strongly roll-up behind the upstream cylinder (Fig. 6n 2 ) , and for 0 < α < 25 , only the inner-shear layer of the upstream cylinder reattaches onto the front surface of the downstream cylinder ( Fig.   6n 3 ) or strongly rolls-up before it (Fig. 6n 4 ) . While the reattachment mode corresponds to a smaller fluctuating force (Fig. 3a, b ) and high St (Fig. 4a) , the roll-up mode corresponds to a larger fluctuating force (Fig. 3a, b) and St of approximately equal to that of a single isolated cylinder. (Fig. 6q) . C L measurement results by Zdravkovich and Pridden [10 ] showed that C L is minimum at α ≈ 25 , T/D = 1 ~ 4. The maximum C Lf in this regime is about 0.8.
⑲
: Small interference regime. Somewhat high C Df and C Lf ; the downstream cylinder is outside the wake of the upstream cylinder; hence interference effect is trivial (Fig. 6r ).
V. PHYSICAL INTERACTIONS
A single cylinder in cross-flow in general generates boundary layers, shear layers, alternating vortices and wake. When two cylinders are in close proximity, boundary layers, shear layer, vortex and wake are therefore four physical interacting parameters. A scrupulous observation of flow structures in Fig. 6 and the flow structure details in section 4 reveals the interactions of the six types. They are interaction between (i) boundary-layer and cylinder, (ii)
shear-layer/wake and cylinder, (iii) shear layer and shear layer, (iv) vortex and cylinder, (v) vortex and shear layer, and (vi) vortex and vortex. Their regimes are given in Fig. 11 .
Naturally, their boundaries include more than one flow type described in section 4. The details of the interactions are given as follows. Shear-layer/wake and cylinder interaction: this happens when shear layer(s) from one cylinder interacts on the other cylinder surface by reattaching, impinging, forming separation bubble, etc. (Fig. 6j , k, l, n 1 , n 3 ). Naturally, one of the cylinders is completely (Fig.   6l , n 1 ) or partially (Fig. 6j, k, n 3 ) submerged in the wake of the other, hence it can also be termed as wake and cylinder interaction. Shear layer and shear layer interaction: here the shear layer(s) of a cylinder directly interacts with that of the other. The interaction causes intermittent interlock-in of the shear layers, hence generates vortices at more than one frequency (Fig. 6i) , and reduces forces on the cylinders. Since α of this interaction regime is higher than that of shear layer/wake and cylinder interaction regime, generation of two shear layers through the gap is possible. The two shear layers interact with themselves and the outer-shear layers (Fig. 6i ).
Boundary

Vortex and cylinder interaction:
when T/D is greater than the critical spacing of two nearly in-line cylinders, the shear layers of the upstream cylinder cannot reach the downstream cylinder, hence roll between the cylinders, forming alternate vortices. Thus the alternate vortices from the upstream cylinder strike on the downstream cylinder and embrace the side surface during passing on the cylinder (Fig. 6o, p) . This interaction is generally very strong, intensifying C Df significantly. Gursul and Rockwell [45] investigated the interaction of oncoming two rows of vortices on an elliptical leading edge and observed very high fluctuating pressure on the surface where vortices reached.
Vortex and shear-layer interaction: for a larger α, the downstream cylinder becomes offset from the inner row of vortices from the upstream cylinder, hence the vortices cannot interact with the downstream cylinder, but can interact with the inner-shear layer. Interacting with the shear layer while it is growing, the vortices force the shear layer to form a synchronized coupled vortex (Fig. 6q) . This interaction renders a very high C Lf , as alternate interaction between vortex and shear layer intervenes.
Vortex and vortex interaction: for a further increase in α, the transverse distance between the cylinders becomes large, hence each cylinder forms a separate wake immediately behind them. The vortices on the two inner rows interact with each other and combines the two wakes into a wider one (Fig. 6e, f, r) , which results in a slightly higher C D , C Df and C Lf .
VI. FORCE/FLOW CONTROL MECHANISMS
The above discussion on possible interactions and on their effects on forces bears physical insight into force and/or flow control mechanisms. As such, vortex and cylinder or vortex and shear layer interactions intensify forces, while shear-layer/wake and cylinder interaction reduces forces and the unsteadiness of the flow. In the literatures, aerodynamics and hydrodynamics means for reducing fluid forces are classified into four categories [46, 47] :
(a) The control of shear layer by surface protrusion (tripping wire, fin, helical strakes, helical wires, studs, etc.), e.g. James and Truong [48] , Alam et al. [49] , or by placing a small cylinder in the shear layer, e.g. Sakamoto et al. [50] , Alam et al. [51] .
(b) The control of the entrainment layers by shrouds (perforated gauze, axial rods, etc.), which supply irrotational fluid to the entrainment layers, e.g. Knell [52] .
(c) The instability control of wakes by near-wake stabilizers (splitter plate, guiding plates, etc.) which reduces the interaction of two opposite shear layers, Bearman [53] .
(d) Approaching flow control by placing a small rod in front of the model, e.g. Igarashi and Itoh [54] , Sakamoto et al. [55] . Forces reduce when the shear layers from the rod attach on the cylinder.
As seen, categories (a), (c) and (d) belong to the interaction between boundary-layer and cylinder or shear-layer/wake and cylinder where C Df and C Lf are reduced most. Therefore, the interaction mechanism is the key factor to reduce or enhance forces or flow unsteadiness. Shear layer/wakecylinder
VII. CONCLUSIONS
-----------------------------------------------------------------
